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Abstract—With the emergence of High Speed Network
(HSN), the manual intrusion alert detection become an
extremely laborious and time-consuming task since it requires
an experienced skilled staff in security ﬁelds and need a deep
analysis. In addition, the batch model of alert management is no
longer adequate given that labeling is a continuous time process
since incoming intrusion alerts are often collected continuously
in time. Furthermore, the static model is no longer appropriate
due to the ﬂuctuation nature of the number of alerts incurred
by Internet trafﬁc ﬂuctuation nature. This paper proposes an
efﬁcient real time adaptive intrusion detection alert classiﬁer
dedicated for high speed network. Our classiﬁer is based
an online self-trained SVM algorithm with several learning
strategies and execution modes. We evaluate our classiﬁer
against three different data-sets and the performance study
shows an excellent results in term of accuracy and efﬁciency.
The predictive local learning strategy presents a good tradeoff
between accuracy and time processing. In addition, it does not
involve a human intervention which make it an excellent solution
that satisfy high speed network alert management challenges.

source and the target, time, attack type, etc. [3], [4]. This
category of approaches is considered effective; however, it fails
to ﬁnd the causal relationship between alerts. Another category
refers to all methods that manage alerts by considering the
dependencies between alerts and matching prerequisites with
the consequences [5], [6]. The major advantage of this category
is its capacity to ﬁnd out the casual relationship between alerts.
However, prerequisites and consequences need knowledge of
individual attacks, and this process is time-consuming. Recently, data mining and machine learning approaches have
been used in this growing area in order to improve the
performance of existing systems [7], [8], [9], [10]. These works
use machine learning algorithms to classify intrusion alerts.
Examples include SVM that has been found to be an effective
solution for current problems [11], [12], [13], [14].
Although several approaches have been developed in the
literature, they still do not deal with HSN requirements which
are related to efﬁciency, real-time and adaptability constraints
as we explain in the following.

keyword - Intrusion detection, Alert classiﬁcation, High speed
network, Online and self-training learning, SVM.

I.

1)

I NTRODUCTION

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are intended to protect
digital assets and to keep up secured systems. Since they
generate a huge number of alerts which are mixed with false
positives, it will be difﬁcult to manage incoming alerts and
to take suitable actions for them. Thereby, the necessity to
efﬁciently ﬁlter false alerts within an automatic method in
real time is challenging since manual processing is extremely
laborious and time-consuming. The emergence of High Speed
Network (HSN) reaching rate of 10/40/100 Gig/sec adds
difﬁculties along the alert management process. In HSN the
IDS generates a huge amount of alerts in a short period
of time due the high trafﬁc speed of HSN. Helping the
administrator to understand what the IDS is addressing, to
analyze properly alerts, and to save his effort and time requires
an efﬁcient classiﬁcation of these alerts. Several promising
intrusion alert classiﬁcation techniques have been developed in
the past decades. An overview of current intrusion detection
techniques and related issues was proposed in [1] [2]. The main
common objective of existing classiﬁcation-based methods is
to classify all trafﬁc as either normal or malicious in some
manner in order to reduce false positives and false negatives
alarms. For example, there are some approaches that correlate
alerts based on similarity metrics between alert attributes such
as source IP address, target IP address, port number for the
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2)

3)

efﬁciency: the manual analysis is no longer possible
given the huge number of alerts due to the high
speed network throughput. Furthermore the labeling
process is both expensive and time-consuming since it
requires an experienced skilled staff in security ﬁelds
and need a deep analysis.
Real-time: the batch model of alert management is
no longer adequate given that labeling is a continuous
time process since incoming intrusion alerts are often
collected continuously in time.
Adaptability: the static model is no longer appropriate
due to the ﬂuctuation nature of the number of alerts
incurred by Internet trafﬁc ﬂuctuation nature.

To the best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst work that
attempts to tackle simultaneously the above security related
challenges in the context of high speed networks. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
solution technical choices. Section 3 gives a deep performance
study. Section 4 discusses the results and ﬁnally section 5
concludes the paper.
II.

A N ONLINE S ELF - TRAINED A LERT CLASSIFIER

In this section, we present our online self-trained classiﬁer
and the motivations behind it. Our classiﬁer is mainly based on
support vector machines (SVM) [15] which is one of the most
successful learning algorithms for binary classiﬁcation [16],
[17]. As it is known, the key idea of SVM-classiﬁcation is
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to ﬁnd a separation boundary (hyperplane), using the kernel
trick, which maximizes the margin between two classes in
the data. However, the major problem of SVM is the fact
that it is time and space consuming especially in the case of
large training data sets. Fortunately [18] provides Sequential
minimal optimization (SMO) technique as an efﬁcient iterative
divide-and-conquer based strategy solving efﬁciently the aforementioned shortcomings. SMO proceeds by decomposing the
overall quadratic programming problem into smaller quadratic
programming sub-problems without invoking an iterative numerical routine for each sub-problem. The overall memory
requirement of the SMO algorithm is linear in the size of
training data and therefore it allows the use of large size
samples in the training process.

Algorithm 1: Online Self Training SVM Algorithm
Require: LSize ≥ 100, T Size ≥ 100, DatasetF ile is the Data-set Source File
1: if SV M DatasetF ile does not exist then
2:
SV M DatasetF ile ← F ormatT oSV M (DatasetF ile) {Format
data-set source ﬁle content to SVM}
3: end if
4: ILF ile ← Shuf f le(SV M DatasetF ile, LearningSize) {Extract
random entries for inital learning phase}
5: SV S ← svm learn(ILF ile) {Initial SVM Learning}
6: GLSize ← 0
7: x ← 0
8: repeat
9:
T F ile ← GetN extT Entries(SV M DatasetF ile, T Size) {Extract
next T Size entries from Data-set ﬁle for testing phase}
10:
T OutputF ilex ← svm test(T estingF ile, SV S)
11:
GT OutputF ile ← CON CAT (GT OutputF ile, T OutputF ilex )
12:
GLSize ← GLSize + T Size
13:
14:

In several real world problems input data is dynamic,
then classical SVM in batch setting is no longer an efﬁcient
approach and thus an online extension is more appropriate.
This is exactly our case as we shall explain below. In fact,
in high speed network, incoming intrusion alerts are often
collected continuously in time. So, a false alert ﬁltering is
considered as a continuous task. In contrast to batch model,
the online model presents to the ﬁlter a sequence of false alerts
on real time. An Online approach is therefore very intuitive to
use in order to decrease misclassiﬁed data efﬁciently and in
near real time.

15:
16:

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Basically online SVM does not need to update any correctly classiﬁed example outside the margins due to the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, which consider support vectors (SVs) closer to the hyperplane are most uncertain and
informative [19]. Consequently, the computational cost can
be greatly reduced and without affecting classiﬁcation performance since the old hypothesis is used as the starting sample
for re-training and discarding all non-SVs samples. In the last
decade, only few works have been proposed for building of
online SVM [20], [21], [22], [23]. In our work, we adopted the
online SVM developed in [21], [19] which has shown excellent
results especially in the case of large data-sets.

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

2)

On the other hand the SVM is generally used as a supervised learning method because the only information available
is a ﬁnite training data set. The supervised learning which
uses only labeled data becomes an unrealistic approach in the
context of high speed network since the manual analysis of all
alerts is no longer possible, an intuitive choice is to use a semisupervised learning (SSL) approach. Brieﬂy, semi-supervised
learning (SSL) aims to use both labeled and unlabeled data
to improve the learning process performance [24], [25]. In
self-training the learner uses its proper decision of labeling to
perform the classiﬁcation of the new coming alerts. SSL will
be most useful when there are far more unlabeled data than
labeled data. Obviously SSL could degrade the performance
when mistakes reinforce themselves.

Predictive learning (PL): is based on a data labeled
by our SVM classiﬁer.

The update process (active learning) involves two types:
1)

2)

Local update (L): is an incremental process performed after each short period. The classiﬁcation
decision will depend incrementally on the previous
labeled data.
Global update (G): is performed after long period.
The classiﬁcation decision will depend on all previous classiﬁed data.

Description of different Learning scenarios:

Brieﬂy our algorithm of self-training is resumed by the
following pseudo code.
A. Algorithms Design
For this work, we opt to two kind of update categories
performed on two kinds of learning mode:
1)

if GlobalLearning and GL T hreshold reached then
{Global Learning}
LF ile ←
CON CAT (ILF ile, GetEntries(SV M DatasetF ile, 1, GLSize))
if P redictiveGlobalLearning then
LF ile ← ReplaceLabels(LF ile, GT OutputF ile) {Replace
each entry label with the corresponding one from global testing output
ﬁle.}
end if
SV S ← svm learn(LF ile)
else
{Local Learning}
if AccurateLocalLearning then
LF ile ←
CON CAT (ILF ile, GetEntries(SV M DatasetF ile, 1, GLSize))
else
SV M LabLF ile ← ReplaceLabels(T F ile, T OutputF ilex )
{Set entries labels from the last testing output ﬁle}
LF ile ←
CON CAT (ILF ile, GetEntries(SV M DatasetF ile, 1, (GLSize−
T Size)))
LF ile ← CON CAT (LF ile, SV M LabLF ile))) {Append
entries with new labels to LF ile }
end if
SV S ← svm learn(LF ile)
end if
x←x+1
until End Of SV M DatasetF ile reached

Accurate learning (AL): is based on data labeled by
the network monitor/analyst specialist.
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•

A1 (ALL-NGL): we use Accurate Learning with Local
update only (No Global Learning update).

•

A2 (PLL-NGL): we use Predictive Learning with
Local update only (No Global Learning update).

•

A3 (NLL-AGL): we use Accurate Learning with
Global update only (No Local Learning update).

•

A4 (NLL-PGL): we use Predictive Learning with
Global update only (No Local Learning update).

•

A5 (ALL-AGL): we use Accurate Learning on both
Local and Global updates.

•

A6 (PLL-PGL): we use Predictive Learning on both
Local and Global updates.

•

A7 (ALL-PGL): we use Accurate Learning on the
Local update and Predictive Learning on the Global
update.

•

A8 (PLL-AGL) : we use Predictive Learning on the
Local update and Accurate Learning on the Global
update.

3)

Since predictive global learning strategy will intuitively
introduce a great learning mistake reinforcement, we limit in
this study only on the A1, A2, A3, A5, and A8 algorithms.
III.

VALIDATION

A. Datasets description
In this work, in order to surround the behavior of our
algorithms, we evaluate them according to three different data
sets: Realistic data set (Kyoto data set), Virtualized data Set
(KDD data set) and Synthetized data set (ISCX data set) which
are described brieﬂy in what follows.
1)

2)

Synthetized Data set: ISCX Data Set
The Information Security center of Excellence
(ISCX) dataset [31] is built on 2011 for the purpose
to generate benchmark datasets for intrusion detection
during one week. ISCX dataset consists of 11 statistical features (time stamp, source bytes, dst bytes,
source packets, dst packets, protocol, direction, Tag,
source ip, dst ip) captured via the use of single
interface on the switch that all trafﬁc are directed
to it. The different attack scenario are executed
at different periods and each attack composed by
5 steps: information gathering and reconnaissance
(passive or active), vulnerability identiﬁcation and
scanning, gaining access and compromising a system, maintaining access and creating backdoors, and
covering tracks. The main advantage of the ISCX
dataset is its inclusion of the captured load and not
only description of it which enables several testing
and validation of detection mechanisms.

B. Experiments metrics
We introduce in this section the measures used in our
experiments. We deﬁne the true positive (TP), false positive
(FP), true negative(TN), false negative (FN) as follows:

Virtualized data set: KDDCUP’99 Data Set
The KDDCUP’99 is the mostly widely used
dataset for the evaluation of the network based
anomaly detection systems. It was established by
Stolfo and al. [26] and is built based on the data
captured in DARPA’98 IDS evaluation program [27].
KDDCUP’99 is about 4 gigabytes of compressed
raw (binary) tcpdump data of 7 weeks of network
trafﬁc and consists of 41 features and is labeled as
either normal or an attack. The attacks fall in one
of the following categories: denial of service attack
(DoS), user to root attack (U2R), remote to local
attack (R2L) and probing attack. However, currently
this dataset presents several issues [28], [29] related
to its accuracy and ability to reﬂect real network
behavior. Indeed, it encompasses huge number of
redundant records [28] which causes the learning
algorithms to be biased towards the frequent records
and thus prevents them from learning infrequent
records which are usually more harmful to networks.
As Kyoto dataset, KDDCup’99 dataset include only
description of the trafﬁc and not the real load.

•

TP : a true positive alert classiﬁed as true positive.

•

FP : a false positive alert classiﬁed as true positive.

•

TN : a false positive alert classiﬁed as false positive.

•

FN : a true positive alert classiﬁed as false positive.

In order to study the performance of our different alert
classiﬁcation algorithms, we compute the following measures:
Sensitivity ([T P/(T P + F N )]), Fall-out ([F P/(F P + T N )]),
Accuracy ([(T P +T N )/(T P +F N +F P +T N )]), Speciﬁcity
([T N/(F P + T N )]), Precision ([T P/(T P + F P )]), Negative
predictive value ([T N/(T N + F N )]), False discovery rate
([F P/(F P + T P )]), Matthews correlation coefﬁcient, F measure, online learning processing time.
C. Results and analysis
We have conducted our experiments in two modes.

Realistic data set :Kyoto Data Set
The Kyoto 2006+ [30] is an evaluation dataset of
network detection mechanism obtained from diverse
honeypots from November 2006 to August 2009.
This dataset capture the real network trafﬁc without
any human alteration or deletion. It encompasses the
recent trends of network attacks distinguished from
normal trafﬁc via the use of honeypots. It consists
of 24 statistical features where 14 conventional
features extracted from KDDCUP’99 dataset and 10
additional features that may enable to investigate
more effectively what kind of attacks happened
in the networks. However, Kyoto dataset include
only description of the trafﬁc without delivering the
real load which limits its scope of uses by researchers.

•

With Limit Mode: in witch we interrupt the execution
of learning process when it reaches 5% of the overall
number of support vectors (SV) of the overall alerts
learning data set.

•

Without Limit Mode: in which the learning process is
not interrupted and we all generated support vectors
are considered.

In all our experiments, we opt for cross-validation by
varying the number of learning and testing data. We ﬁxed the
learning size while varying the testing size four times from 250
to 1000 alerts. This test was repeated 4 times by considering
the learning size as 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000.
It is noteworthy that we have conducted all possible experiments related different scenarios. To avoid redundancy, we
select as an example the case where the learning data size is
1000 alerts and the testing size is 500 alerts for both No-limit
and with-limit modes and for the 3 data sets.
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1) Results on the KDD’99 Data set:
•

No-limit Learning case

Figure 1 (table) presents the obtained evaluation measure
values for this speciﬁc case. According to this table, we can
notice that all strategies perform slightly similarly for all used
metrics. The best result was obtained with the ALL-AGL
strategy which is an expectable result since it is based on the
intervention of the analysis all time. The preferred scenario
for us is PLL-NGL since it provides automatically good and
acceptable result as compared to other scenarios without the
intervention of the analyst (i.e. in real time and completely
independent from the user).
Fig. 3. PLL accuracy loss ratio for the KDD’99 data set in the case of
no-limit mode.

strategies perform similarly, the ALL-AGL strategy gives the
best results and the PLL-NGL provides good results without
the intervention the analyst.

Fig. 1. Results for the KDD’99 data set in the case of No-limit mode where
learning size is L=1000 and Test size is T=500 (L1000-T500) for different
strategies.

To evaluate the performance of our classiﬁer for different
misclassiﬁcation costs, we have used also the ROC analysis as
shown in ﬁgure 2. According to this ﬁgure, we can conclude
that all strategies perform similarly. In particular, PLL-NGL
gives good tradeoff between false positives rate and true
positives rate.

Fig. 4. Results for the KDD’99 data set in the case of With-limit mode where
learning size is L=1000 and Test size is T=500 (L1000-T500) for different
strategies.

The loss ratio in accuracy of the predictive local learning
is not signiﬁcant. This ration is in the range of [0.001, 0.016]
(see ﬁgure 5).

Fig. 2.

ROC curves for all different strategies.

The loss ratio in accuracy of the predictive local learning is
not signiﬁcant. This ratio is in the range of [0.001, 0.0072] (see
ﬁgure 3). This prove that we can rely on the PLL strategy since
it represents a good tradeoff between accuracy, time processing
and without human involvement.
•

Fig. 5. PLL accuracy loss ratio for the KDD’99 data set in the case of
With-limit mode.

With-limit Learning case

Figure 4 (table) shows the obtained evaluation measures
for with-limit case. According to this table, we deduced the
same conclusion as in the No-limit case. In other words, all

2) Results Obtained with Kyoto Data Set:
•
76

No-limit Learning case

Figure 6 (table) shows the evaluation measure values.
According to this table, we can remark that all strategies give
good similar results for all used metrics. For the PLL-NGL
strategy, we obtain very good results. Thus, we can again opt
for this strategy for alert classiﬁcation. These results encourage
us to direct our effort to an online unsupervised approach.

Fig. 8. PLL accuracy loss ratio for the Kyoto data set in the case of No-limit
mode.
Fig. 6. Results for the Kyoto data set in the case of No-limit mode where
learning size is L=1000 and Test size is T=500 (L1000-T500) for different
strategies.

The accuracy when changing the learning and testing data
size is high for all strategies. An illustration of this is shown in
ﬁg 7 According to this ﬁgure, we can see clearly that the best
result is obtained with ALL-AGL which is expected because
this scenario uses both local and global accurate learning. We
can see also that for all scenarios the accuracy increases as we
increase the learning size.

Fig. 9. Testing Phase Processing Time as function of Number of SV for the
Kyoto data set in the case of No-limit mode.

good similar results for all used metrics. For the PLL-NGL
strategy, we obtain very good results. Thus, we can again opt
for this strategy for alert classiﬁcation. These results encourage
us to direct our effort to an online unsupervised approach.

Fig. 7. Accuracy evolution for all strategies for different learning and testing
sizes.

On the other hand, the loss ratio in accuracy of the
predictive local learning is not signiﬁcant. This ratio is well
illustrated in ﬁgure 8.

Fig. 10. Results for the Kyoto data set in the case of With-limit mode where
learning size is L=1000 and Test size is T=500 (L1000-T500) for different
strategies.

The study of the testing phase processing time as a function
of SVs number is given in ﬁgure 9. We notice that the
difference in computational time between the 5 strategies is
not signiﬁcant as we increase the number of support vectors.
•

The study of the learning phase processing time gives also
the same results found for no-limit case. This results is well
illustrated in the ﬁgure 11.

With-limit Learning case

The loss ratio in accuracy of the predictive local learning
is not signiﬁcant. This ratio varies from -0.008 to +0.01 and
the accuracy variation for all conﬁgurations (different learning

Figure 10 (table) shows the evaluation measure values.
According to this table, we can remark that all strategies give
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The accuracy when changing the learning and testing data
size is high also for all strategies. This is can be easily shown
in ﬁg 7.

Fig. 11. Learning Phase Processing Time as function of data set size for
Kyoto data set in the case of With-limit mode.

size and different testing size) is shown in ﬁgure 12. In this
case our predictive learning outperforms the others strategies
since we have a negative ratio value -0.008.

Fig. 14. Accuracy evolution for all strategies for different learning and testing
sizes.

Moreover, the loss ratio in accuracy of the predictive local
learning is not important (ﬁgure 15).

Fig. 12. PLL accuracy loss ratio for the Kyoto data set in the case of Withlimit mode.

3) Results Obtained with ISCX Data Set:
•

No-limit Learning case

Fig. 15. PLL accuracy loss ratio for the Kyoto data set in the case of No-limit
mode.

Figure 13 (table) shows the evaluation measure values.
Good results for all used metrics are obtained and especially
for the PLL-NGL strategy.

We notice also that the difference in computational time
between the 5 strategies is not important as we increase the
number of support vectors (see ﬁgure 16).
•

With-limit Learning case

Figure 17 (table) shows the evaluation measure values.
According to this table, we can remark that all strategies give
good similar results for all used metrics. For the PLL-NGL
strategy, we obtain very good results. Thus, we can again opt
for this strategy for alert classiﬁcation. These results encourage
us to direct our effort to an online unsupervised approach.
In addition, the loss ratio in accuracy of the predictive local
learning is not signiﬁcant. This ration varies from -0.007 to
+0.027 and the accuracy variation for all strategies (see ﬁgure
18).

Fig. 13. Results for the ISCX data set in the case of No-limit mode where
learning size is L=1000 and Test size is T=500 (L1000-T500) for different
strategies.
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Fig. 16. Testing Phase Processing Time as function of Number of SV for
the ISCX data set in the case of No-limit mode.

•

By comparing the small difference in performance and
the important gain in processing time we can conclude
that the limit case is more better for us in our further
investigation.

•

Concerning the different algorithms, the performance
study shows that the PLL-NGL strategy gives an
excellent results. Its loss ratio in accuracy is not
signiﬁcant. Furthermore, it outperforms in some cases
the other strategies. We conclude that PLL-NGL with
the limit-mode is an excellent strategy for the alert
classiﬁcation since it satisﬁes exactly our requirements
in high speed network in term of efﬁciency, real time
and adaptability.
IV.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we have proposed an efﬁcient real time
adaptive intrusion detection alert classiﬁer for high speed
networks. The classiﬁer is based on an online self-trained
support vector machines (SVM). We evaluate our classiﬁer
against three different data sets. The performance study shows
that the PLL-NGL strategy is a good candidate that cope
with our high speed network constraints. It represents a good
tradeoff between accuracy and time processing. Furthermore,
it does not require a Human involvement witch makes it an
efﬁcient and a cost-effective solution for the narrow context of
high speed network.

Fig. 17. Results for the ISCX data set in the case of With-limit mode where
learning size is L=1000 and Test size is T=500 (L1000-T500) for different
strategies.

These results encourage us to investigate as a future work
other machine learning algorithms especially in an online and
self-training conﬁguration. This is will lead to ﬁx the strength
and weakness of each approach in the context of high speed
network.
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